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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a densely defined and symmetric operator in a complex Hilbert space 
Z, and let % be a von Neumann algebra of operators on %. In applications to 
quantum statistical mechanics [4, 10, l&20,21,25], and field theory [6,24, 271, 
9 plays the role of the observable algebra, whereas S is some formal Hamiltonian, 
generally not selfadjoint. One is interested in finding the abstract boundary 
conditions for the dynamics. Here we shall be concerned only with the mathe- 
matical side of the problem. We think of the dynamics as being represented by a 
point-weak operator continuous one-parameter group [2, 3, 4, lo] of “-auto- 
morphisms. If  H is selfadjoint (generally unbounded) in 2, and represents the 
true Hamiltonian, then eitH . is a strongly continuous unitary one-parameter 
group on .X. Suppose that for all A E W and for all t, --oo < t < 00, 
eitHAeritH E W, then or,(A) = eitHAeeitH defines for each t a *-automorphism of 
.%?, i.e. n,(AR) = a,(A) a,(R), at(A*) = at(A)*, A, BE.@, t E . This is a 
dynamical one-parameter group as mentioned above. Typically such a group is 
generated by an unbounded derivation of a given C*-algebra in a manner which 
is described in for example [18, 19, 231. A derivation and an infinitesimally 
invariant state give rise to a symmetric operator S as above via the GNS con- 
struction [19, 201. This construct is associated to a Hilbert space X and a 
W*-algebra .5? both depending on the state under consideration. Ground states 
give semibounded operators [19, IO]. The operator S implements a derivation in 
W (unbounded). That is, the formal identity S(A) = [S, fl] = ad S(/l) = 
SA - AS makes rigorously sense for all elements A in a weakly dense self- 
adjoint subalgebra of 3’. There is a large, and rapidly growing, literature on 
such unbounded derivations (and more general ones) in operator algebras, both 
C* and W*. Rather than including a long list of references, we mention only 
[ 181 and [23]. The former was one of the first and most influential papers on the 
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subject; and the latter surveys the state of the art and contains a complete 
bibliography. 
We show that if 6 as defined above is only given in a weak form by a symmetric 
operator S, then it is always possible to extend S to a symmetric operator S, such 
that 8 =y ad S, in the strong sense. We then consider the case where S, has 
equal (possible infinite) defiect indices. (It is true of course [l, pp. 1161 for 
semibounded S, .) The selfadjoint extensions of S, are determind by partial 
isometries W, [7], between the two defect spaces in von Neumann’s theory [15]. 
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for such a partial isometry W to 
correspond to a selfadjoint extension H of S, such that ad His a maximal spatial 
derivation in 9, and the domain of ad H contains that of 6 = ad S, . As a 
corollary we derive an explicit identity from which the partial isometry, which 
corresponds to the Friedrichs’ extension, can be found as a solution to a simple 
operator equation. In a second corollary we derive a new estimate for ground 
states of unbounded derivations in C*-algebras. 
We finally turn to the question of determining those of the self-adjoint 
extensions H such that in addition OI~ = eitH . e-itH defines a dynamical one- 
parameter group of automorphisms of B’. 
2. A MINIMAL EXTENSION OF A DERIVATION 
WHICH IS GIVEN ONLY IN WEAK FORM 
Let 2 be a complex Hilbert space with inner product (., .), and let GY be a 
selfadjoint algebra of bounded operators on X. Assume that the identity operator 
I belongs to OZ. A skew-Hermitian derivation 6 in &,! is defined to be a linear 
algebra of all bounded operators on 8, such that 6(AB) = S(A) B -+ A6(B) 
and 6(A *) = -S(A) * for all A and B in a. If the second condition is replaced by 
S(A*) = 6(A*), then 6 is said to be Hermitian. We keep both notations only for 
typographical convenience later. Note that a derivation always satisfies a(1) = 0. 
A skew-Hermitian derivation 6 in CPG is said to be spatial if there is a densely 
defined symmetric operator S in GP such that the domain g(S) is invariant 
under each operator ,4 in a and 
S(A) x = SAX - ASx (A E 6!?, .r: E 9’(S)). (1) 
such derivations are extensively studied in mathematical physics [4, 10, 19, 20, 
211, but it is frequently difficult to verify invariance of g(S), for a given sym- 
metric S, under the operators in GY. A much milder requirement than (I) is 
(6(A) x, y) .m= (Ax, Sy) - (A%, y) (A c 91; x, y E a(S)). (2) 
A symmetric operator S satisfying (2) is said to implement a given 6 in the weak 
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sense. If the stronger condition (1) holds, with 9(S) invariant under each A in 4 
then S is said merely to implement 6. 
THEOREM I. Let 6 be a skew-Hermitian derivation in Cf and let S be a sym- 
metric operator which implements in the weak serzse. 
Then 6 is spatial, and there is a unique minimal symmetric extension S, of S such 
that S, implements 6. That is, if T is a symmetric extension of S which implements 6, 
then S, C T. The closure s, is the unique minimal closed symmetric extension which 
implements. 
Of main interest in applications is ultimately to find selfadjoint extensions of 
S which generate one-parameter groups of automorphisms of a given self- 
adjoint sub-algebra of B(Z). The subalgebra in question is frequently the 
smallest weakly, or strongly, closed subalgebra containing 6% The first case is 
used to describe IV*-dynamics, and the second C*-dynamics, see for example 
[lo]. The theorem implies that our search for such selfadjoint extensions may be 
restricted to the class of selfadjoint operators which also extend S, . (In a 
special case, associated to the Heisenberg relations, all the possible operators S, 
can be completely specified [l 11. It is also shown that (2), for given 6, has many 
more solutions than does (I).) If S has uniqual defect indices, it has no self- 
adjoint extensions; but in applications to, for example ground state considera- 
tions, S is semibounded so that we have at least the Friedrichs’ extension. Note 
as a trivial remark that most of our considerations are vacuous when 2 is 
finite-dimensional. 
Proof of Theorem I. The assumption (2) on S implies that every A in OL maps 
9(S) into 9(S*) so that the linear span of the elements {Ax / A c O?, x E 9(S)} 
is contained in B(S*). We let S, be the restriction of S* to this linear span. We 
have 9(S) C 9(S,) since I E 6!?. Certainly 9(S,) is invariant under A for each 
A E G!!. If .z = &Aixi (finite sum) is a typical element in .9(S,) then we have 
S,Z = S*z = &(AiSxi + S(A,) xi) (3) 
by virtue of (2). We need to show that Si is symmetric, so consider a second 
element w = ZjBjy,, Ai , Bi E 02, and xi , yj E 9(S). Then 
(Six, w) = .ZZ(AJx< + 6(Ai) xi , B,yJ. 
(BTA~SX, 9 yj) = (BFAixi > Sy*) - (s(B:Ai) xi 9 yj)! 
we get 
(S,z, w) = CZ(A,x, , B,SyJ - XZ(S(B,;) A,xi , yj) 
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using the product rule for 6. The skew-Hermitian nature of 6 now finally implies 
(&a, w) = (a, S1w), so that S, is indeed symmetric. 
The uniqueness part of the theorem follows quite easily from formula (3). 
For suppose T is a symmetric extension as in the statement of the theorem, and 
z = ZAixi is a typical element in g(S,). Then A,xi E 9( T), because xi E: 9(S) C 
9(T), and .9(T) is invariant under Ai . 
It only remains to show that each A in 6Y leaves 9(SJ invariant and &Ax - 
As,x = 6(A) x for all x G .9(S,). Let x E 9(S,), and let (~3 C .9(S,) be such that 
x,--f x and S1zcn -+ Six. The assertion then follows by taking the limit in 
&Ax, - AS,x, = 6(A) x, . If T is an extension as above which is also closed, 
then S, C T and hence S1 C T as well. Q.E.D. 
3. SELFADJOINT EXTENSION IMPLEMENTING DERIVATIONS 
Let 9 be the weak operator closure of the algebra U, or alternatively g = 6%‘” 
(double cornmutant). We let 6 be a derivation which is defined on a as above. 
If 6 is only known to satisfy (2) with respect to some symmetric S, then we may 
extend it such that the extension, S, say, implements 6 in the sense of (1). Hence 
we restrict our attention to extensions of S,: We may assume that S = S, . 
Now let H be an arbitrary symmetric (always densely defined) operator in 
.%Y. Then ad H makes sense only formally as a skew-Hermitian derivation. More 
precisely, set 
and 
9$ = {A E 92 1 [H, A] E B(&)}, 
(4) 
~z={A~W~[H,A]~B}, 
where [., .] denotes the commutator bracket. Clearly 9s C5Bi . We interpret 
the bracket in the strong sense, so an operator A in 8 belongs to 9r iff 9(H) is 
invariant under A and ll[H, A] x I/ < Const 11 x // for all x EC@(H). Hence [H, A] 
may be identified with its unique bounded extension, and A E s2 iff [H, A] E 9?. 
We say that ad H defines a maximal derivation of [in] W if B1 [resp. $,I is weakly 
dense in 9, i.e. 591 = 9?. 
Our first problem is this: When can we find a selfadjoint extension H of 
S = S, such that ad H is a maximal derivation extending 6 ? The following 
simple observation (Lemma 1) reduces the problem under consideration. 
LEMMA I. Let 6 be a skew-Hermitian derivation implemented by a symmetric 
operator S, and let H be a symmetric extension of S such that ad H is a maximal 
derivation of 9. 
Then 6(A) = ad H(A) for all A in the domain M of 6. That is to say, the deriva- 
tion ad H extends 8. 
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Proof. For AE @ and x E.G@S) we have 6(A) x = SAX - ASx = HAx - 
AHx = ad H(A) x since S C H and Ax E g(S) C 9(H). But g(S) is dense in &’ 
so the unique bounded extension of [H, A] from g(S) to 2 must coincide with 
&9 Q.E.D. 
A very special case of the problem appears in [ 16, p. 3821 where the case 6 = 0 
is considered for a semibounded S. We treat the general case below. Phillips 
shows that, if S commutes strongly with a selfadjoint algebra @, then the 
Friedrichs’ extension of S also commutes strongly with a. 
THEOREM II. Let 6 be a skew-Hermitian derivation implemented by a symmetric 
operator S, and assume that S has equal, possibly in$nite, defect indices. Let a be 
the domain of 6, and let P& denote the orthogonal projections onto the respective 
defect spaces 
gi = {YA E g(S*) ( S*y+ = +iy*}. 
Let W be a partial isometry with inital space =9+ and final space 9- , and let H 
be the corresponding se2fadjoint extension of S with 9(H) = {x + y+ + Wy, \ 
x E 9(S), y+ E: 9+}. Then ad H is a maximal derivation of 9 extending 6 if and 
only if the following condition holds 
P-(2i[W, A] + (I t W) 6(A) (I + W)) P+ = 0 (5) 
for all A E csl; and H implements a maximal derivation in 93 = GPI” i f f  6(A) E.%’ 
for all A E GE 
Proof. Let W and H be as in the statement of the theorem. (We refer to 
[l, p. 941 and [5, p. 12721 for details on the correspondence between Wand H.) 
Let gi , i = 1,2, be the subalgebras introduced in (4). It would follow that H 
implements a maximal derivation of W if GZ C gi; and to verify this inclusion we 
need, by Lemma 1, only show that B(H) . is invariant under each operator A in a. 
Conversely, this assertion is trivially satisfied if ad H is a maximal derivation of 
9. In view of von Neumann’s formulas, [15] and [l, p. 981, B(S*) decomposes 
into an orthogonal direct sum B(S) @ .G@+ @BP , where orthogonality is now 
taken with respect to the graph norm of g(S*); so invariance of g(H) under a 
given A in Csc would follow if we only show that 
4Y+ + WY+> Ewf) for ally+ E g+. (6) 
(That is, we need only check covariance of boundary conditions, and they are 
implicit in the partial isometry W!). The assumption on W imply 
w*w= P+ and ww* = P-. (7) 
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By virtue of von Neumann’s decomposition, it is always possible to associate 
to W three operators L, M and N, defined on the range of I + W, such that 
L takes values in L@(s), M in ~2+ , and N in L3-: If y = y+ + Wy, denotes the 
decomposition of an arbitrary vector in the range of I + W, then the operators 
are determined uniquely by the identity 
Ay = Ly + iMy + Ny. (8) 
Note, of course, that each of the three operators depend on A, and that (6) 
is now equivalent to the identity 
N= WM. (9) 
Assume first that the latter identity holds. Apply 5’” to (8). Then add and 
subtract to eliminate M and N. This manipulation leads to 
(i + S”) Ay = (S + i) x + 2iMy 
(i - S*) Ay = (S - i) x -+ 2iNy, 
where K = Ly. Since the first term on the right in each equation is (., .)-perpen- 
dicular to the respective spaces 5?3+ and 5% , we get by taking inner product with 
z*Eg* 
((i -t S*> 4, x+) = 2Wh z+> and ((i - S*) Ay, x) = 2i(Ny, x). (10) 
Since W* maps onto 23+ , we may take z, = W*z- in the first equation. In view 
of (7) and (9) the two equations reduce to 
(W(i + S*) Ay, z-) = ((i - S*) Ay, x). (11) 
Now (1) clearly implies ,!?*A3 AS* + 6(A), which when substituted into 
(11) gives 
(2iWAy+ + WS(A) y, -C W6(A) Wy, + 8(A)y.+ - 2iAWy+ + 6(A) WY,, z-) 
== 0. 
The final identity is clearly equivalent to the conclusion (5). The arguments are 
reversible: Assume (5). Then (11) clearly follows. Comapring with (lo), we, 
then get P-WM = P-N which, of course, is the same as (9), and whence (6). 
If in addition 6(A) E%! for all A E @, then MCL@, so that B2 is weakly dense. 
Conversely, if ad H is “in” 23 and extends 6, then CZ is contained in ~28~ such that 
in particular 6(A) l .g for all A E 6?!. Q.E.D. 
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4. THE FRIEDRICHS EXTENSION 
Suppose S is a densely defined and semibounded(symmetric) operator which 
commutes strongly with a selfadjoint algebra a, and let W be the partial isometry 
which corresponds to the Friedrichs extension of S. Then 
[W, A] = 0 for all A c 0Z. (12) 
Note that 117 is generally not known in explicit problems from applications to 
differential operators [13], and to C*-algebras. However, we think of (12) as an 
equation from which W may be determined. 
Proof of (12). By the observation on p. 382 in [16], the Friedrichs’ extension 
of S commutes strongly with GY, so we may apply the theorem to the case 6 = 0 
where equation (5) takes the form (12). Q.E.D. 
We now turn to the case of a general skew-Hermitian derivation which is 
implemented by a given symmetric and semibounded S. Our result states that 
identity (5) holds for the partial isometry W associated to the Friedrichs’ 
extension, and so in particular generalizes Phillips’ observation mentioned above. 
THEOREM III. Let 8 be a skew-Hermitian derivation which is implemented by a 
semibounded S, and let H denote the Friedrichs extension of S. Then ad H is a 
maximal derivation extending 6. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S, S, and H, be as above, and let W be the corresponding 
partial isometry. Then W satisj?es identity (5) f  or all operators A in the domain of 
definition for 6. 
Let (a, 1) . 1) be a C*-algebra with unit e. (It is not necessary to realize d as an 
algebra of operators). Let y be an unbounded and skew-Hermitian derivation 
with domain D(y) containing e. We recall the defininig requirements [18]: D(y) 
is dense, y: U(y) + d linear, and y(ab) = y(a) b + ay(b), r(a*) = -r(a)* for 
all a, b E D(y). A state Q- on G is said to be a ground state for the infinitesimal 
system (G”, 7) [lo, 191 if +(a) a*) >, 0 f or all a E D(y). The next corollary 
contains a ground state estimate which appears to be new: 
COROLLARY 3. Let T be a ground state of an in$nitesimal system (8, y). 
(a) Then the function a -+ +(a) a*) is bounded on the unit-ball 
{a E D(y) I II a /I < I}. 
(b) Let (z-, X7 , Sz,) denote the GNS representation, and set S%(a) Q, == 
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+(a)) .Q, . Let W be the partial isometry corresponding to the Friedrichs extension 
of S. Then 
P&W, T(Q)] + (I + W)+(a)> (I + W)) P+ = 0 (5’) 
for all a E D(y), where P- = WW* and P, = W* W. 
(c) The number C, = sup(T(abb*a) + +(ab) b*a*))‘j2 is finite, when the 
supremum is taken over the set {a, b E D(r) / 11 w(a)11 = I, T(b*b) t +(b) b*) == I}, 
and ~(y(a) u*)lj2 < C, ;j r(a)11 for all a E D(y). 
Proof of Theorem III. In view of the considerations leading up to the proof 
of Theorem II, we have to show that the domain B(H) of the Friedrichs’ exten- 
sion H is invariant under all operators in the domain GY of 6. Let % denote the 
closure of 0, in the operator norm of B(Z), and as before @ = Q?” (the weak 
closure). Then %’ [resp. BY] is the C* [resp. W*] algebra generated by a. Since 
S is closeable, it follows that 6 is closable as an unbounded derivation in B, as is 
well known [23], and easy to show. Since the norm topology of ?? is stronger 
than the topology of 9, we see that the norm closure of the graph of 6 is again 
a graph of a derivation, called the norm closure 8 of S. We shall need the observa- 
tion [18] that the value of the spectral radius of an element in G! is the same 
whether it is computed in the operator norm of $9 C B(Z), or in the graph 
norm from 8. (This is the only place where closability of 6 is needed.) 
Our proof begins the same way as on p. 382 in [16], but 6 # 0 is, needless to 
say, a nontrivial complication. Formula (1) is equivalent to AS* C PA4 -- S(A) 
for all A E G?, so it follows immediately that g(S*) is invariant under each A in Q!. 
Since 9(H) is the intersection of the completion of B(S) in (SX, X) norm with 
9(S*), the problem is reduced to invariance of said completion [5, p. 12401. Let 
us denote it by 9r . Our problem is unchanged if S is replaced by +S $- bl; 
with b E R. Hence assume S > 1, i.e. (SX, x) 2 (x, X) for all x E S(S). Kow set 
(x, y> = (Sx, y) and 11 x iI1 =: (x, .Y> for X, y E B(S). Then g1 is the Hilbert 
space completion of 9(S) in the jl &-norm. 
Let x E B(S) and A E GY. Then B = A *A is selfadjoint and belongs again to 
a. Therefore Bx Ed, and similarly Bkx E 9(S) for k = I, 2,.... We claim 
that 
II Ax Ill < Const II A II Ii x /iI (13) 
where the constant is independent of x. (It is shown in [I61 that Const. := 1 
works when 6 = 0.) Set w -= 11 x j/r = (S.X, X) > jj x /12. We have 
~1 Ax 11,” = (SAX, Ax) = (ASx, Ax) + (S(A) s, Ax) 
< w112(SB~, Bx)~‘” + ‘/ x ‘1’ /i 6(A)Il I! A ” 
< G2((SBx, Bx)l’” + 09’~ 11 a(A)!1 1’ A 1;). 
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So if w = 0, we are finished. Therefore assume w > 0. We estimate the first 
term on the right hand side by an inductive argument: 
(Sp+‘X, p-x) < wl/2((SB2”x, B2”x)l’2 + oP2 I/ s(B2”-‘),l ,/ B2”-l ,I). 
Set p = II S(A)11 I/ A jl , LY, = jl 6(B2”)/1 11 B2”/j , and p, = (SB2”x, B2”x) for 
12 = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Then 
,I Ax 11; < &2+114+1/8(@;12 + w1/2a2)l/2 + w1/2al)l/2 + &2--1/4-l/$) (13’) 
etc. If Y  > jl B Ij = 11 A /I2 = p t 1 s ec ra ra d ius (B), and Y  > 1, then our initial 
remark, concerning invariance of the spectral radius, implies the following 
estimates: 
a, < YZn+l, and Bn < (II sx II II x II + 1) y2-+l* 
Moreover 
(s.- ((/31n/2 + ~~‘~a,)~‘~ + ~~‘~ci,-~)~‘~ *--)l” < Const yfn(l), 
where f(t) = tl/‘J + A2 and f”(t) =f(f(...f(t)) . ..)). n times. Since .f is a 
contraction for t > 1, the right hand side of the estimate is convergent. 
The assumption Y  3 1 is easily removed, by a simple use of scalar dilation. 
Since lim n30Cfn(l) = & + A2 + (3 + ~i/~)i/~, (the fix-point), we may com- 
bine with estimate (13’) and conclude 
11 Ax 11,” < Const w(+ + 4/w + (a + dL.Y)1’2) Y. 
We note that the last factor r may in fact bc replaced by j/ B Ij = Ij A iI2 in view 
of the spectral radius identity. We have shown that, when A is regarded as a 
linear operator on 9(S), then it is bounded on the unit-ball /) x iI1 < 1. By 
linearity, we then get the estimate 1) Ax \I1 9 Const (/ A j/ /I x j/r (3 + 5191/2/2i/2 
where the constant is the same as the one of the previous estimate. The last 
factor is then combined into the constant such that we finally arrive at the 
asserted estimate (13). In particular we have shown that A is a bounded operator 
on 9(S) with respect to the I/ * /II -norm. Whence, it maps the completion @ into 
itself. Recalling 9(H) = .& n 9(S*), then proof is completed. 
Proof of Corollaries 2 and 3. Note first that the invariance condition +(a)) 
= 0 for all a E D(y) is implicit in the statement of 3(b). Indeed, invariance will 
follow if it is only known that a ++(a) a*) omits at least one point in the 
complex plane, as follows from the identity 
+(a + W (a* + 4) = +(a) a*) + z+(a)), 
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(a E D(y), x E C). (Our comment is pertinent, for example, also to KMS states 
[25]). Since 7 is invariant, we may define a symmetric operator S in the GNS 
representation (‘ir, %* ,9,) [19, IO] through the formula (%(a) J2, , n(b) Sz,) = 
+(a) b*). Clearly S > 0, J@(S) = ?r(D(y)) Q7 , and SJ& = 0 (vacuum). Working 
with I + S, we note that estimate (13) from the proof of Theorem III translates 
into 
~(abb*u*) + ~(y(ub) b*a*) < Const2 11 77(a)li2 (~(b*b) + ~(y(b) h*)), 
(a, b E D(y)); and it follows immediately that the best (i.e. smallest) constant is 
indeed given by the formula in 3(c). Taking now 1, = e in the estimate above, and 
using r(e) = 0, we get ~(r(a) a*) < T(UU*) + +~(a) a*) ,< CT2 jj n(a)\12 < 
C,Z /I a l12. This concludes the proof of Corollary 3, parts (a) and (c). Part (b) is a 
special case of Corollary 2, which is in turn contained in Theorems II and III. 
Q.E.D. 
We have included identity (5’) of 3(b) b ecause it throws some fight on the 
more general problem of generating dynamics in a representation [lo]. 
SCHOLIUM 4. Let 8, y, and Z’, be given us above (X being a $xed complex 
Hilbert space). Suppose that y implements asymmetric operator Sin a representation 
n: & -F B(X), and let H be a selfudjoint extension of S. Then ad H is a maximal 
dekvution in rr(&)” which extends ad S, if and only ;f (5’) holds. 
Proof. The only part of the proof which is not contained in Theorem II is, 
the check that n(D(r)) C g2 , cf. (4) with .?Z = q(g)“, when (5’) is assumed. But 
this inclusion is immediate from the identity [H, n(u)] = +(a)), valid for all 
a E D(r), and Lemma I. 
5. DYNAMICAL ONE-PARAMETER GROUPS OF AUTOMORPHISMS 
IMPLEMENTED BY SELFADJOINT HAMILTONIANS 
It is well known since [14, p. 6811 that if T is a densely defined linear operator 
in a Banach space X such that T and T” are both dissipative, then T* generates 
an adjoint contraction semigroup in the dual Banach space X* [3, 81, There are 
several (more recent) applications of this very simple, but useful, idea in 
unbounded derivations of W* algebras [23]. Here we go a step further and 
make use, in a fundamental way, of the additional structure of the derivations. 
under consideration. The above mentioned result from [I47 does not generalize 
if T is only known to be dissipative when restricted to a subdomain, (unless the 
subdomain is a core, in which case there is no real generalization!) We give a 
result for spatial derivations (corresponding to the aforementioned operator T*) 
where a dissipativeness assumption is only placed on a subdomain for T which 
is directly related to the implementing selfadjoint Hilbert space operator H. One 
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wants such results because not all the elements in the domain of T are directly 
related to the implementing Hilbert space operator H. 
We consider a strongly continuous one-parameter group U(t) = eitH of 
unitary operators on a Hilbert space .8 together with a von Neumann algebra 
9 C B(s). We then give two necessary and sufficient conditions for covariance 
of 93?. We say that W is covariant if 
eitHge-itH = 2 for all t E R, (14) 
i.e. if the unitary group eitH implements an automorphism group of W. If 94’ 
is covariant, then we denote the corresponding automorphism group of W by (Y~ . 
So we have 
a,(A) = U(t) AU(-t) foralltER and AC%:. 
Note that (Y~ is automatically u-weakly continuous if it exists in the above sense. 
Before stating the theorem, we recall the following notation. Since D(H) 
is dense in X, the vector functionals p = OJ~,~ given by w~,~(C) = (x, Cy) for 
vectors x, y  E D(H) and operators C ~9 span a norm-dense subspace of the 
pre-dual%* [2]. W e d enote this subspace by F(H). It is contained in the linear 
space V spanned by all the vector functionals wzsy for x, y  E &‘. In treating 
the exponential of a derivation we find it more convenient to work with the 
Hermitian (rather than skew-Hermitian) derivation 6 = i ad H. This notation 
leads to the formal identities or,(A) = ets(A) = eitHAe-itH and S(A*) = 6(A)*, a 
formalism in line with that of previous papers on the subject. 
This section is the one which is most relevant for the physics applications. As a 
consequence we have made the inner product linear in second variable, (in honor 
of the physics reader !) 
LEMMA 5. Suppose H implements a spatial derivation with domain 6Y in a 
von Neumann algebra 9. Then F(H) is contained in the domain of the adjoint S*, 
and S* maps F(H) into L%~ . (The restriction of 6* to F(H) is denoted by 6, .) 
Proof. Let y  EF(H) and suppose that 
n 
v(C) = c (x* 9 CYk> (15) 
k=l 
where x1 ,..., x, , y1 ,..., y,, are vectors in D(H). If  A E 67 (the domain of 6), then 
P(%%) = i 6% l 44 YJ = i i WG 7 Ayk) - (xk f  AHY~)I 
k=l k=l 
so that 
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It follows that ‘p E 9(6*), and that 6*(y) is again a vector functional, (given now 
by the vectors above together with Hx, ,..., Hx, , Hy, ,..., @v,J; i.e. in particular 
an element in 9, . Q.E.D. 
THEOREM IV. Let H be a self-aGoint operator in a Hilbert space X, and let W 
be a von Neumann algebra of operators on .X. Then W satisfes the covmiance 
condition (14) with respect to H if and only if 
(i) H implements a spatial derivation 6 in @, and 
(ii) for all vector functionals y  E F(H) 
there is a corresponding operator A, in the unit sphere of 9 such that pl(A,) = 
II 4~ ll~ff: and Re Ud (4J = 0. 
(Note that v is given by a finite set of vectors from D(H) as in (15). Then 
II v  Ihe = sup0 II5 (xk , CYJJ: C ~9, II C II = 11, and UP?) 6%) = iCk {(Hx, , 
A,Y,) - (G > A,Hy,)}. It follows that condition (ii) is automatically satisfied 
for positive elements in F(H): that is, elements 9) such that v(A*A) > 0 for all 
A ~99. For suppose that y is positive (on%), then 11 v )I%, = ~(1) where 1 denotes 
the identity operator on A??. Moreover 6,(p) (1) = i Ck {(Hxk , yk) - (xk , HyJ} 
= 0 by the calculation above using the symmetry of H. Hence A, = 1 satisfies 
condition (ii)). 
Proof of Theorem IV. The necessity of conditions (i) and (ii) is relatively 
easy; and it is of course also the sufficiency which is interesting for applications. 
Suppose first that the covariance condition (14) holds, and let at be the cor- 
responding automorphism group of W. Let 6 be the infinitesimal generator of OL~ , 
and let GZ denote the domain of 6. It is then clear from semigroup theory [3] 
that 6 is indeed a u-densely defined derivation of W, which is implemented by H. 
(In particular, D(H) is an invariant linear subspace for all the operators in a.) 
Since each at is obviously 0(9,9&)-continuous, the adjoint of LY~ (which is an 
isometry since OI~ is) restricts to an isometry of 9%‘* . We denote the corresponding 
isometry group by q . It is strongly continuous in the norm topology of 9?* as 
pointed out in [2]. Then, by construction, c+ is the Banach space-adjoint isometry 
group to ot [3], i.e. 
d44> = at(v) (4 forfpE9*, AEW, and PER. (16) 
If y denotes the infinitesimal generator of ot , then we claim that S* C y, i.e. that 
F(H) is contained in the domain of y, and that S,(~) = y(q) for all y cF(H). 
The proof of this claim follows from the usual integral representation for the 
infinitesimal generator [3]. If 9 SF(H) we must show that 
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holds for all t E R. Since 9* is norm-complete, and the integrand is norm- 
continuous in s, the right hand side of (17) belongs to 9?.+ . Let h denote the 
difference between the left hand side and the right hand side of (17). Then 
h E: 9?* , and by u(93,9*)-d ensity of a, it is enough to show that h(A) = 0 for 
all A E CPI. This follows in turn from an application of (16) and the dual integral 
representation for 6. To see this, note that, for IJI EF(H) and A E GY, we have 
Assume, by symmetry, that t > 0. The proof of the claim is then completed by 
integration of the above identity from s = 0 to s = t. 
Since y is a generator of a group of isometries, it satisfies the following condi- 
tion: 
Re Y(V) (4 = 0 for all y E D(y) and A E &Y 
such that (18) 
!I A// = 1 and 944 = II v I/w* . 
Indeed if y(A) = Ij v Ilw, , then the function t -+ Re O,(F) (A) assumes its 
maximum at t = 0. Hence (d/dt) Re ~~(9)) (A) It+ = Re y(v) (A) = 0. Note that 
this conclusion is stronger than (ii), which only asserts, for each v EF(H), the 
existence of one element A, satisfying (18). 
As for the sufficiency, assume now that (i) and (ii) hold. We must verify the 
covariance condition (14). 
In the course of the proof, we shall apply the preceeding arguments to the 
full von Neumann algebra 9 = B(Z). We shall need the linear spaces V and 
F(H) which are spanned by the vector functionals from vectors in X, and in 
D(H), respectively. An element y in V is determined by a finire set 5’ of vectors in 
X (Cf. proof of Lemma 5.) In the first part of the proof, v was regarded as a 
linear functional on 3?. But in the sequel, we shall also regard 9 as a linear 
functional on all of B(Z). Then the notation Q is used for this extended fun- 
tional, which is given by the same set S of vectors in X. This means that 91 is the 
restriction of $3 to W. The corresponding spaces of extended functionals are 
denoted by P, and Fz), respectively. (For example, p = {$? p E V}). 
The von Neumann algebra B(X) is denoted by the letter .@ in the sequel. 
The linear operator 6, , which is given on the domain F(H) as a transformation 
in zZ* (cf. Lemma 5), now obviously “extends” to a densely defined linear 
transformation S* in 3Y.+ . This “extension” is determined uniquely by 
S*(e) = a3 (19) 
on the domain FHi. 
Let & denote the automorphism group of g which is implemented by U(t). 
409/73/r-9 
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That is, /3,(A) = U(t) AU(--t) for t E R and A E L%. Using the first part of the 
proof, we observe that the adjoint isometry group ,@ restricts to a strongly con- 
tinuous isometry group ot of g* . The following conclusions concerning (TV 
are easily verified: a,(p) = v, and 
n,(FT)) = $?). (20) 
If y denotes the infinitesimal generator for nt , then we have seen that 8, C y. 
In view of (20), this means that, for all + E FF) and A E a’, the function 
t -+ ut(+) (A) is differentiable with 
; 43 (4 = &M$% (4 = &+4~>) (4 (21) 
We may now apply the core Theorem [3, 261 to the isometry group ut . The 
properties (20) and (21), together with this theorem, imply that, for each non- 
zero real number s, the functionals $ of the form 
with (22) 
are norm-dense in S3* . 
Next let s E R\(O), E > 0, and 5 ES?* be given. Pick an element 71 E V such 
that 1) ,.$ - 7~ IIB* < e/2. By density in @* of the vectors in (22), there is also an 
element 4 = + + s8,(+) with v EF(H) such that 11 q - $ lld, < c/2. But since 
11?7-~ll~e, <li7i-Jlla,7 we conclude that II E - 4 IIS* < II 4 - 71 Ii@* + 
// 17 - # 119, < E. This shows that the elements # = 9 + S&(T), with q E F(H), 
are in fact norm-dense in %!.+ if we recall that 6, is related to s.+ through ( 19). 
We need the inequality: 
II 9 + &Mll.9h 3 il 9 11~5 for all v E F(H), (23) 
which is a direct consequence of assumption (ii): For IJ.J E F(H) we may pick 
iz, according to (ii). Then 
II v + 44~)ll~~ b Wg, + 44~)) (4 = d4 = II v ll~e. .
density of the vectors # = v + S&(F), together with the estimate (23) that 
I + ss* 9 as an operator in the Banach space W, , has a bounded inverse for 
every s E R\(O), and that this inverse satisfies /I(1 + s&-l /I < 1. The last 
norm is now the uniform operator norm in the space B(S’,) of all bounded 
operators on L%* . By the Hille-Yosida Theorem [8], we conclude that 3, is the 
infinitesimal generaotr of a strongly continuous isometry group on W, . rf we 
denote this isometry group by {TV: --co < t < cc}, then ~~ is for each t an 
isometry in B(LJ?,). But since @ = (W,) *, this means that the adjoint one- 
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parameter group c+ = rf is a u(B, %‘,)-continuous group of isometries on 9’. 
So we certainly have a,(A) E W for all A E .%? and t E R. 
We shall therefore be done, once we have established that at coincides with 
the restriction of /3t to %? for each t. 
Let p denote the restriction map for normal linear functionals on 38. This 
is the bounded linear mapping p from g.+ into ,C@* which is given by 
P(f) (4 = f(A) forfe.@* and AES?. (24) 
It clearly satisfies the following norm-bound: 
II df )Ila* < llf /I.@* forf EL%*. (25) 
On elements + in 8, it is given by p(+) = q~. 
We claim that p intertwines 7t and ut: 
44f)) = P(df >I for allf Eg.+ and t ER. (26) 
Recall that ~~ and CQ are both strongly continuous and determined uniquely by 
*- Tt - at > UT = & . Let y, and 5, denote the corresponding infinitesimal gene- 
rators for ut , and 7t , respectively. Then y is the 33,-norm-closure of 8* , and p 
is the 3?i,-norm-closure of 6, , by the core theorem, as we have just seen. 
Now let f be an element in the domain of y. Then there is a sequence vr of 
elements in F(H) such that C& -+ f and 8*(&J + r(f). Using (25), (19), and 
(24), in this order, we have 
fMf )) = lim &%&J~)) = lim W4 = lim W4%J)- 
Since P(&) - df 1, we conclude that p(f) E D(S), and 
Wf N = fMf)). (27) 
But Hille-Yosida theory [8] tells us that, for every complex number z with 
Re z + 0, the operator z1- 5 has a bounded inverse in g*; and similarly 
ZI - y has a bounded inverse in Z??, . (For Re z > 0 and p E %?* , this inverse 
is given in the first case by Laplace transform: 
(x1 - 0-l (p)) = Jam e-zt3-t(v) fit 
where the integral on the right hand side converges in the norm of W, .) 
We now invoke (27) in order to establish the following identity involving the 
corresponding bounded inverses: 
w- 5>-'b(f)) = PKfI - r>-'(f)> (28) 
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for all f E .99* . Since the range of z1 - y is all of g.+ , we may assume that f is 
on the formf = (z1- 7) (g) for some g E D(r). But then 
which is (28). Identity (27) was used in the first step with f replaced by g. 
Hille-Yosida theory also tells us that the respective one-parameter groups ~~ , 
and ut , are determined from (a1 - 5)-l, and (zl - r)-r by the inverse Laplace 
transform; so the uniqueness theorem for the Laplace transform implies that the 
desired intertwining identity (26) indeed follows from (28). 
Let A E.!%! and t E R. We shall be done when we have verified the identity 
a,(A) q = &(A), since it would follow from this that /3,(A) ~9, as pointed out 
earlier. Viewing, as usual, the elements in 39, and in particular in W, as bounded 
linear functionals on &V , we note that it is enough to show that: 
But f(44) = df) (49 = 44f)) (4 = Dot> (4 = df> (4 1 
f@,(A)). The calculation in the last string of equalities uses (26), and (24) twice, 
together with the usual duality for the one-parameter groups which are involved. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6. Let 6 be a spatial derivation in a van Neumann algebra 2 on a 
Hilbert space X, and suppose that 6 is implemented by a selfadjoint operator H in Z. 
Then 92 and H satisfy the covariance condition (14) if and only if one of the following 
equivaent conditions holds: 
(a) For every self-adjoint element q in F(H), the set 
T, = {A E .?Z: I/ A 11 < 1, q(A) = /I P II&*, Re S,(y) (A) = 0) 
is non-empty. 
(b) For every self-adjoint 9) in F(H), the identity 6,(q) (V,) = 0 holds where 
V, denotes the partial isometry part in the polar decomposition p = V, 1 v  j of v. 
Proof. The necessity is clear. Let 93” [resp. W,] denote thefreal spaces of 
self-adjoint elements in 9 [resp. J%.J. Then 9?‘f is a real Banach space, and @ 
may be identified with the corresponding real dual Banach space [22]. 
Now, suppose that (a) holds. Let v = v* EF(H) be given, an pick A E T, . 
If A == A, + iA, denotes the decomposition of A into real and imaginary 
parts, then II A, II < 1, d4) = II P II*s , ad &(d (A,) = Re k&) (4 = 0. 
Using this, it is then easy to imitate the arguments from Theorem IV, now in 
the setting of real Banach spaces. The covariance condition follows first for Ws, 
and then for all of 9 by 9? = 9P + iZ2”. 
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To complete the part of the proof involving (b), it is therefore enough to note 
that v-Q’3 = II v Il~e, if F = V, ( 9) 1 is the polar decomposition of q. But this is 
essentially contained in [22, the proof of 1.14.41. We also note that V,* = V, for 
self-adjoint y. 
The following proposition exploits the duality between the von Neumann 
algebra 9 and the cornmutant %‘, together with the u(W, 9%) duality. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (9, X} be a ~0,071 Neumann algebra, and let H be a self- 
adjoint operator in 2. 
Then H and 92 satisfy the covariance condition (14) if and only if the following 
two conditions are satis$ed: 
(a) H implements a spatial derivation 6 in 92 and 6, is dissipative in W, . 
(b) H implements a spatial derivation 8’ in 92’ and 6; is dissipative in 92; . 
The proof is based on the following simple observation: 
LEMMA 8. Let (92, X} be a volt Neumann algebra, and let p be an auto- 
morphism of B(Z). Then /3(%?) C 9%’ iI ,k1(.93’) C 2’. 
Proof. By symmetry, and the von Neumann double commutat theorem, it is 
enough to show the sufficiency. Suppose that /I-‘(&?‘) C W’, and let A E 9, Then 
/3(A) B’ = /~(AI/~-~(B’)) = B(/?-‘(B’) A) = B’/?(A) for all B’ E 2”. 
Hence p(A) E 9” = 5%. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 7. The necessity is clear. Suppose that conditions (a) 
and (b) hold. From the fact that 6, [resp. S,] is dissipative we conclude, using 
quite straight forward modifications of the arguments from the proof of Theo- 
rem IV, that Pt(9) C.9 [resp. /&(9’) C&Y’] for all t 3 0. An application of 
Lemma 8 then yields the invariance of 9 under pt L= (p-&l for t < 0, and 
hence for all t. 
6. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
The papers mentioned in the introduction contain a detailed discussion of 
examples from quantum physics. Such a discussion is beyond the scope of this 
article. Here we include only a simple example from analysis in order to illustrate 
the assumption in Theorem IV. 
EXAMPLE. We let the Hilbert space Z be L2(R), and let 9 be the 
von Neumann algebra of multiplication operators in .% given by elements in 
La(R) which are essentially constant on (--co, 0). We let H be the infinitesimal 
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generator of translation to the right on L2(R). That is H(f) (x) = (id/dx)f(x) 
for fc &? with L2-derivative. To see that H implements a spatial derivation of 
%‘, we take 6Y = x+,,~) @ Com(O, co). It follows that the derivation 8 in%, which 
is implemented by H on the domain GZ, is merely minus the usual derivative: 
6(A) == --A’ for A E Q!. The function p(x) = e-“’ cos x, when restricted to 
[0, co), may be viewed as an element in the domain of S* , With the usual 
duality P)(A) = J-y y(x) A(x) dx for A E@, we have S,(v) = 7’. The Signum 
function V for cos .x satisfies jr v(x) V(x) dx = /j p /)9, and 6,(q) (I’) == - I. 
It follows from this and conclusion (18) in the proof of Theorem IV that the 
covariance condition (14) is not satisfied. On the other hand, the algebra 99 
is invariant under translations to the right. This means that eitH~%?e+~H = .?$ for 
all t > 0 and A ~9. The corresponding dual semigroup is given by (rev) (x) --: 
q(x + t) for t 3 0 and v ED(O, co). Th e infinitesimal generator for this semi- 
group 71 contains S, (cf. proof of Theorem IV). Since rt is in fact a strongly 
continuous contraction semigroup, it follows that 6, is dissipative. As observed 
above, it is not conservative. 
Some of our results, for a special case related to the Heisenberg commutation 
relations and scattering theory, have been announced in [11] in Bull. Amer. 
Ruth. Sot. Other later results, related to the Heisenberg relations, are con- 
tained in a joint manuscript (121 with P. S. Muhly. 
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